This week… in English we wrote reports all about Komodo Dragons. Professor Drake was so impressed she
sent us her brothers book, Dragonology, as a gift. We used this to inspire our own dragons. In maths, we
read the story ‘Pezzettino’ which means ‘little piece’ in Italian and thought about how fractions are pieces of
a whole. We made our own fraction creatures and thought about the types of numbers you can half and
quarter. We continued learning about habitats and looked at those around the world such as deserts, polar
regions and tropical rainforests. One Tuesday, it was safer internet day and we talked about the different
ways we can be safe online.
Reading
We have been so impressed by your enthusiasm for reading! Keep up all this hard work as it is really helping
you to become more confident readers. Well done!
This week we have been reading:
 How to Train Your Dragon – Cressida Cowell
 Pezzettino – Leo Lionni
Spellings
We will be working on words with the ‘i’ sound at the end spelt with ‘y’. Here are some examples you could
practise at home.
dry
reply
July
fly
why
sky
Times Tables
Keep using TT Rockstars or Hit the Button to practise those times tables at home.
Next week… We will be making our dragons come to life and writing reports all about them for our own
dragonology book. In maths, we will be continuing to work on fractions by finding halves and quarters of
numbers as well as comparing 1/2 and 2/4. In topic, we will be talking about explorers and why they are
important before learning about Ibn Battuta. In science, we will be playing a world habitats game and
thinking about how certain living things may be dependent on each other to survive.
Have a wonderful weekend,
Mrs Williams and the Year 2 team

